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This report looks at the following areas:
• Family and friends growing as a source of credit

“Lending has grown rapidly in

• Opportunity for a resurgence of PPI?

recent years, driven by rising

• Postponed life-events will increase demand for credit later in life

consumer confidence and the

In the short term while the terms of Brexit are determined, a period of

cheap availability of credit.

uncertainty will lead to reduced demand for credit to pay for big ticket items –

However, consumer

especially those purchases that can be delayed until people perceive there is
more economic stability.

confidence has taken a knock
following the UK’s decision to

Gross lending to individuals is at its highest point since before the financial
crisis, and has continued to grow at an ever-faster rate over recent years. This
has been driven by a positive economic backdrop and record low interest

leave the EU, which will result
in a more cautious approach

rates, which have provided people with the confidence and incentive to

towards personal finances.”

borrow. Secured and unsecured lenders have also loosened their lending

– Jessica Galletley, Financial

criteria in response to growing demand, subsequently increasing the

Services Analyst

availability of credit. More people are feeling comfortable with debt, as they
feel better off than they have done over the past five years. However, this
comfort is in danger of being undermined by the rapid growth in lending, as
people put themselves in further danger of financial difficulty.
Going forward, demand for credit is likely to be affected by a number of wider
economic factors. The UK’s recent decision to leave the EU has already led to
much speculation about the future of the UK economy. This uncertainty is
already having a negative impact on consumer confidence and is likely to
result in reduced demand for credit to pay for big-ticket items– at least in the
short term.
This Report presents Mintel’s exclusive consumer research into consumer
attitudes towards debt. It examines how views are changing and the types of
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sources of credit in the future. It explores the macroeconomic drivers behind
consumer behaviour, and provides insight into consumer relationships with
credit in the future.
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• Higher earners have higher levels of debt
Figure 29: Amount owed on unsecured credit products, by
household income, May 2016
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FUTURE USE OF CREDIT PRODUCTS
• Credit most likely to fund unexpected expenses
Figure 39: Future use of credit products, May 2016
• Credit cards are the go-to form of credit
• Intended loan usage remains low despite record rates
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